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A quiescent single-component gravity-free gas subject to a small steady uniform temperature gradient �T,
despite being at rest, is shown to experience a drift velocity UD=−D*� ln T, where D* is the gas’s nonisother-
mal self-diffusion coefficient. D* is identified as being the gas’s thermometric diffusivity �. The latter differs
from the gas’s isothermal isotopic self-diffusion coefficient D, albeit only slightly. Two independent deriva-
tions are given of this drift velocity formula, one kinematical and the other dynamical, both derivations being
strictly macroscopic in nature. Within modest experimental and theoretical uncertainties, this virtual drift
velocity UD=−�� ln T is shown to be constitutively and phenomenologically indistinguishable from the well-
known experimental and theoretical formulas for the thermophoretic velocity U of a macroscopic �i.e., non-
Brownian� non-heat-conducting particle moving under the influence of a uniform temperature gradient through
an otherwise quiescent single-component rarefied gas continuum at small Knudsen numbers. Coupled with the
size independence of the particle’s thermophoretic velocity, the empirically observed equality, U=UD, leads
naturally to the hypothesis that these two velocities, the former real and the latter virtual, are, in fact, simply
manifestations of the same underlying molecular phenomenon, namely the gas’s Brownian movement, albeit
biased by the temperature gradient. This purely hydrodynamic continuum-mechanical equality is confirmed by
theoretical calculations effected at the kinetic-molecular level on the basis of an existing solution of the
Boltzmann equation for a quasi-Lorentzian gas, modulo small uncertainties pertaining to the choice of collision
model. Explicitly, this asymptotically valid molecular model allows the virtual drift velocity UD of the light gas
and the thermophoretic velocity U of the massive, effectively non-Brownian, particle, now regarded as the
tracer particle of the light gas’s drift velocity, to each be identified with the Chapman-Enskog “thermal
diffusion velocity” of the quasi-Lorentzian gas, here designated by the symbol UM/M, as calculated by de la
Mora and Mercer. It is further pointed out that, modulo the collective uncertainties cited above, the common
velocities UD ,U, and UM/M are identical to the single-component gas’s diffuse volume current j�, the latter
representing yet another, independent, strictly continuum-mechanical concept. Finally, comments are offered
on the extension of the single-component drift velocity notion to liquids, and its application towards rational-
izing Soret thermal-diffusion separation phenomena in quasi-Lorentzian liquid-phase binary mixtures com-
posed of disparately sized solute and solvent molecules, with the massive Brownian solute molecules �e.g.,
colloidal particles� present in disproportionately small amounts relative to that of the solvent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper demonstrates that, on average, the molecules
of a single-component fluid which is macroscopically at rest
and undergoing a steady-state heat conduction process expe-
rience a temperature gradient-induced drift velocity

UD = − D* � ln T , �1�

with T the absolute temperature and D* the fluid’s noniso-
thermal self-diffusivity. Subsequently, in Sec. IV, we identify
D* with the fluid’s thermometric diffusivity �=k /�ĉp
�k=thermal conductivity, �=mass density, ĉp=isobaric spe-
cific heat�; however, for the time being, D* is simply re-
garded as the experimentally measured parameter that would
appear in the single-component “diffusion equation”

��

�t
= � · �D* � �� �2�

governing the unsteady-state mass density distribution in a
nonisothermal isobaric heat-conducting fluid. This mass
redistribution-based definition of D* is the same as that for

the more usual isothermal self-diffusivity D in a single-
component fluid �with � in that case denoting a small devia-
tion or fluctuation �� from a state of uniform density�.

Since the fluid in the case of Eq. �1� is macroscopically
motionless, the drift velocity UD refers not to a real velocity,
namely that of a continuum fluid velocity accessible to direct
experimental measurement; rather, it is a virtual velocity
appearing in a physical-space Fokker-Planck �1� description
of the spatiotemporal evolution of the molecular probability
distribution function �see Sec. VI� in a fluid wherein vm=0,
with vm the mass velocity appearing in the continuity
equation

��

�t
+ � · ��vm� = 0. �3�

The notion of a molecular drift velocity is usually associ-
ated with the action of an externally imposed body-force
field, typically gravitational or electrical in origin. Here,
however, we advance the view �Sec. III� that the drift veloc-
ity UD arising from the temperature gradient should be un-
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derstood as arising from the action of a fictitious thermoös-
motic force, F=−��T �per molecule�, derived from a
local thermochemical potential field, �T=kbT, where kb is
Boltzmann’s constant. Like any other potential, the effect of
variations in this field is such as to cause the molecules com-
prising the fluid continuum to migrate, on average, towards
regions of lower potential energy �here, temperature�, thus
explaining, for example, why the density of a fluid undergo-
ing steady-state heat conduction generally increases in the
direction of diminishing temperature. Concomitantly, a simi-
lar quantitative rationalization is offered of the thermo-
phoretic motion, not of a molecule of the gas, but rather of a
macroscopic �i.e., effectively non-Brownian� particle im-
mersed in that gas, thereby explaining the phenomenon
of thermophoresis �2,3�. In that case, however, the particle’s
drift velocity is real, owing to the particle’s lack of Brownian
movement. Two independent proofs are offered of Eq. �1�,
one kinematical �Sec. II� and the other dynamical �Sec. III�.
In addition, we offer experimental thermophoretic evidence
in Sec. V in support of the viability of Eq. �1� in which
D*=�.

Section VI provides a quantitative molecular rationaliza-
tion of our temperature-gradient induced drift velocity for-
mula, at least in the case of a gas. This is accomplished by
considering the quasi-Lorentzian case ��4�, p. 193� of a gas-
eous binary mixture wherein the molecular mass mp of the
hyperdilute species �regarded as massive Brownian solute
molecules or colloidal particles� is vastly greater than the
molecular mass m of the light gas in whose single-
component drift velocity UD we are interested. The
Chapman-Enskog “thermal diffusion velocity” ��4�, p. 141�
of the two species, representing the difference in mean ve-
locities between the “heavy” and “light” species �in circum-
stances where the composition of the gas is uniform through-
out and pressure gradients are absent� is identified, simply, as
representing the “tracer” velocity of the single-component
particle-free light gas when the latter is macroscopically at
rest. This Boltzmann or Fokker-Planck-based quasi-
Lorentzian calculation of the �thermophoretic� “particle drift
velocity” UM/M, which furnishes results that accord both con-
stitutively and phenomenologically with our main result, Eq.
�1�, was, in fact, effected long ago by de la Mora and Mercer
�5�. They did not, however, explicitly identify this quantity
as being the quasi-Lorentzian-derived “tracer velocity” �6� of
the single-species light gas itself, from which the second
massive Brownian species was absent.

Section VII outlines how the ideas set forth in Sec. II–VI
for gases can be adapted to the case of liquids without, how-
ever, requiring a quasi-Lorentzian-type molecular-level cal-
culation analogous to that performed for gases in Sec. VI.
These calculations exploit the liquid-phase analog of the fact
that the “thermal diffusion velocity” of relatively massive
Brownian colloidal solute particles or molecules present in
relatively small amounts in nonisothermal binary solutions
�within which the solvent is macroscopically at rest� consti-
tutes the drift velocity of the neat, particle-free, solvent.
These notions are used to provide what amounts to an el-
ementary hydrodynamic theory of Soret separation phenom-
ena �7� for an important class of binary liquid-phase mix-
tures. This class includes dilute polymer solutions, wherein

the thermal diffusion coefficient DT is observed experimen-
tally to depend only upon the physical properties of the sol-
vent, independently of those of the solute, including the lat-
ter’s molecular size, mass, configuration, and
physicochemical constitution—a result predicted by our
quasi-Lorentzian liquid-phase theory.

Finally, Sec. VIII elaborates on key aspects of the preced-
ing calculations, including raising—but not answering—
fundamental questions involving the relationship between
our hydrodynamic tracer-velocity calculations �3,8,9�, the
latter dependent upon macroscopic boundary conditions, and
our comparable kinetic-molecular, interpenetrating continua
model, calculations of this same tracer-velocity in single-
species gases, as outlined in Sec. VI, for which the issue of
boundary conditions appears to be irrelevant.

II. ELEMENTARY CALCULATION OF THE DRIFT
VELOCITY OF A SINGLE-COMPONENT GAS

Consider a quiescent single-component ideal gas confined
within the region 0�x�L bounded between two indefinitely
extended heat-conducting walls respectively situated at x=0
and x=L while permanently maintained at the respective
“hot” and “cold” temperatures Th and Tc �Th�Tc� by virtue
of their intimate contact with heat reservoirs �10–13�. The
confined gas is assumed to undergo a steady-state one-
dimensional heat conduction process. �We deliberately limit
attention, at least initially, to single-component fluids so as to
avoid the complications resulting from thermal diffusion,
i.e., Soret separation phenomena �4,14�, that would other-
wise arise from the existence of a temperature gradient in a
multicomponent fluid.� A key feature of the subsequent
analysis lies in the fact that the pressure p is constant
throughout the quiescent gas as a consequence of the linear
momentum equation.

It will be supposed that the system is not too far from
thermodynamic equilibrium. This allows us, where neces-
sary, to use the gas’s equilibrium equation of state, as well as
other pertinent thermodynamic parameters �including the
equilibrium definition of the fluid’s thermodynamic or
absolute temperature� in order to bring the analysis to frui-
tion. Explicitly, we limit ourselves to situations wherein the
temperature difference between the walls is relatively small,
such that 	ª�Th−Tc� /To
1 for To any temperature lying in
the range Tc�To�Th. In such circumstances, local varia-
tions in the thermal conductivity k of the isobaric gas
with temperature may be neglected. Accordingly, the �alge-
braically signed� temperature gradient may be regarded as
essentially uniform throughout the fluid at the value
dT /dx=−�Th−Tc� /L=const, thus satisfying the steady-state
energy equation d2T /dx2=0, which thus possesses the
solution

T�x� = Th − �Th − Tc�x/L . �4�

According to the ideal gas law,

p = kb�T/m , �5�

with m the molecular mass and �=nm the mass density,
wherein n is the number density of molecules. It follows
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from Eq. �5� together with the position independence of the
pressure p in present circumstances that ��x�T�x�=const. As
such, the steady-state temperature nonuniformity �4� in the
heat-conducting gas is accompanied by corresponding mass-
and number-density nonuniformities, �=��x� and n=n�x�,
with a preponderance of the total number N of confined mol-
ecules in the gap, N=�0

Ln�x�dx �per unit wall area�, situated
near to the cold wall. In effect, the temperature gradient
dT /dx is accompanied by a corresponding molecular number
density gradient, dn /dx.

In order to calculate the gas’s drift velocity, we adopt a
strategy analogous to that followed by Einstein �15� in his
classical sedimentation-equilibrium analysis of isothermal
Brownian motion, which ultimately resulted in the celebrated
Stokes-Einstein equation for the diffusion coefficient of a
colloidal particle, the latter regarded as a massive molecule
of one of the two chemical species present in a binary liquid-
phase solution. Now, however, instead of using a priori
knowledge of the colloidal-species Stokes-law sedimentation
velocity arising from differences in density between the two
species to calculate the binary diffusivity D of the colloidal
molecule, we invert Einstein’s scheme by using Eq. �1� to
calculate the fluid’s drift velocity UD from a priori knowl-
edge of the nonisothermal self-diffusivity D*. In addition, in
a further departure from Einstein’s original scheme, we deal
here with gases rather than liquids.

As in Einstein’s �15� ansatz, we regard the nonuniform
steady-state distribution of molecules, n=n�x�, across the
gap between the two walls as reflecting a balance between a
temperature-cum-density-gradient induced drift flux, UDn, of
molecules towards the cold wall, and the self-diffusion
Brownian flux, −D*dn /dx, of molecules away from that wall,
the latter tending to redistribute the molecules uniformly
throughout the gap. Since there is no net flux of molecules
during the steady-state heat conduction process, it follows
that UD=D*d ln n /dx. Written in vector form, the latter is
equivalent to

UD = D* � ln � . �6�

In the particular case of ideal gases, for which �T=const
throughout the gap during the isobaric heat conduction pro-
cess, the preceding immediately yields Eq. �1�.

III. DYNAMIC/THERMODYNAMIC OSMOTIC
INTERPRETATION OF THE GAS’S DRIFT VELOCITY UD

The preceding derivation of Eq. �1� embodied purely ki-
nematical heat-conduction arguments, whereby, at steady
state, a drift flux of molecules from hot to cold animated by
a temperature gradient is balanced by an equal and opposite
diffusive flux arising from the molecular number-density gra-
dient. While such purely kinematical arguments similarly
characterized Einstein’s �15� original analysis of isothermal
chemical species fluxes in a gravity field, he also provided an
alternative, dynamical and thermodynamic view of the phe-
nomenon, involving the use of so-called osmotic forces en-
gendered by species chemical potential gradients. His argu-
ments involved the notion of gravity forces being balanced
by fictitious mechanoösmotic “forces” Fi=−��i �i=1, 2� in

a binary solution, the latter virtual forces—thermodynamic
in origin—and deriving from mechanochemical species po-
tentials, �i�yi�, arising from the existence of gradients �yi in
species mole fractions yi. This section offers a philosophi-
cally comparable dynamical derivation of Eq. �1� based upon
the notion of a fictitious thermoösmotic “force,” F=−��T,
emanating from a temperature-dependent thermochemical
potential, �T�T�. In our case, a temperature gradient �T
within a fluid of uniform density will be seen to take the
place of Einstein’s species gradient �yi within a fluid of
uniform temperature as the origin of the osmotic force.

As in Sec. II, consider a one-dimensional steady-state
heat-conduction process occurring in a single-component gas
confined to the region 0�x�L. Now, however, that we in-
corporate the effect of gravity acting in the same direction as
the temperature gradient, namely in the negative x direction
�so that with g Earth’s gravity vector, we have that g=−x̂g,
where x̂ is a unit vector in the positive x direction and
g�0 is the magnitude of the gravity field�. Thus the hotter of
the two walls at x=0 is situated at the bottom of the appara-
tus. While this configuration is potentially unstable owing to
the colder fluid being on top, instability does not set in until
the magnitude �Th−Tc� /L of the temperature gradient ex-
ceeds a certain critical value attained at a Rayleigh number
of Ra=g��L3 /�=1708, the threshold value for the onset of
convection in the classical Rayleigh-Bénard problem �16�.
Here, �=−��ln� /�T�p is the coefficient of thermal expansion
�which for ideal gases is �=1/T�, �=Th−Tc is the tempera-
ture difference, =� /� is the kinematic viscosity �with � the
shear viscosity� and, as before, � is the thermometric diffu-
sivity. Our previous assumption that ���	
1 will be seen
to assure hydrodynamic stability for physically reasonable
choices of system parameters—a fact which will subse-
quently be confirmed for the particular set of circumstances
to be described.

In purely isothermal circumstances the action of gravity is
to cause the confined gas to be densest at the bottom wall,
x=0. On the other hand, were gravity to be absent during the
heat-conduction process, the gas would then be densest at the
cold upper wall, x=L. When operating concurrently, each
effect tends to nullify the other. In particular, it will be seen
that for a specified gas and for a given plate spacing L it
becomes possible to choose the temperature difference �
such that the gas’s density will actually be uniform through-
out the gap, 0�x�L. For the present steady-state heat-
conduction process occurring in the presence of gravity, the
hydrostatic equation requires that �p=�fe, where fe=g is the
external body force per unit mass. Thus when � is indepen-
dent of position �and g is taken to be constant, independent
of vertical position x�, it follows that the local pressure gra-
dient dp /dx is constant through the gas, and possesses the
value dp /dx=−�ph− pc� /L=−�g=const. On the other hand,
as earlier discussed, for sufficiently small temperature gradi-
ents, such that 	
1, the temperature dependence of the gas’s
thermal conductivity k may be neglected, whence the local
temperature gradient dT /dx is constant throughout the gas at
the value −�Th−Tc� /L=const, as in Eq. �4�. With R=kbN the
universal gas constant and Mw=mN the gas’s molecular
weight, in which N is Avogadro’s number, it thus follows
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from the ideal gas law �5� written in molar, rather than mo-
lecular, units that for the present uniform density case the
required temperature gradient must be of magnitude

Th − Tc

L
= g

Mw

R
. �7�

For example, in the case of hydrogen
�Mw=2.016 kg/kg-mol� with g=9.81 m/s2 for Earth’s grav-
ity field, and R=8.315�10−3 kg m2/s2 kg-mol K, this yields
a temperature gradient of 2.40�10−3 K/m. For a gap of, say,
L=10 cm, and for a mean temperature of To=300 K
�=1.095�10−4 m2/s ,�=1.554�10−4 m2/s �17�� this
yields a Rayleigh number of Ra=0.46, which is well below
the critical threshold at which convective instability would
be initiated. As such, the proposed configuration of “cold
above hot” is seen to be stable in gases over a wide range of
operating conditions.

When the density of the gas is uniform throughout, the
hydrostatic equation becomes fe=��p /��. Consequently, in
the ideal gas case, it follows from Eq. �5� that the hydrostatic
equation may be written as

Fe = ��kbT� , �8�

where Fe=mg is the force exerted by Earth’s gravity on a
molecule. Write Fe=−�Vg where, to within an arbitrary ad-
ditive constant, Vg=−mg ·x�mgx �with x= x̂x the position
vector� is the gravitational potential energy of the molecule
at the elevation x. If we then define �again to within an arbi-
trary constant�

�T = kbT , �9�

Eq. �8� is seen to be equivalent to the relation

Vg + �T = const. �10�

With �T designated as being the “thermochemical potential
energy” of a molecule, Eq. �10� states that the sum of the
gravitational and thermochemical potentials is constant
thoughout the uniform density gas, analogous to the corre-
sponding situation prevailing in an isothermal multicompo-
nent mixture, where, at thermodynamic equilibrium �and
hence steady state�, the sum of the gravitational �mig� and
thermodynamically ideal isothermal species molecular
chemical potential ��i=kbT ln yi+const� energies is constant
throughout the uniform temperature system �18�.

Use of the appellation “thermochemical potential” to de-
scribe the quantity kbT appears apt. Explicitly, this terminol-
ogy is consistent with the generic effect of a potential being
of such a nature as to tend to cause a body �a molecule in the
present case� to move from a region of high potential to one
of low potential—namely, from high to low temperature in
the present instance, such as occurs literally in the case of the
thermophoretic motion of a particle in a gas. �This is equally
true in the case of liquids, as discussed in Sec. VII; see Eqs.
�39� and �50�.� In this sense, the exponent appearing in the
expression exp�− 1

2mu2 /kbT� serving to characterize the local
Maxwellian equilibrium distribution of molecular velocities

u in a spatially homogeneous gas �4,19� may be interpreted
as representing the ratio of the gas’s local kinetic energy to
its local “thermal potential energy.”

Each of the molecules confined between the hot and cold
walls is, on average, at rest despite the force of gravity,
Fe=mg, striving to drive each molecule towards the lower
plate, x=0, and hence incidentally, the hot wall. From the
point of view of a hypothetical force balance, involving an
equal and opposite force, say F, acting upon each molecule
such as to nullify the effect of gravity, this requires that F
+Fe=0. Accordingly, it would thus appear from Eq. �8� as if,
on time average, a force

F = − ��T �11�

acts on each molecule. The quantity F defined by Eq. �11� is
not a real force, since, were gravity to be absent, the quantity
��T would not, by itself, possess independent dynamical
significance with regard to the application of Newton’s laws
of motion to the instantaneous motion of a given molecule.
As such, following terminology initiated by Einstein �15�
during the course of his isothermal sedimentation-
equilibrium analysis, Eq. �11� should be understood as being
a virtual or “osmotic” force, here termed the “thermoösmotic
force.”

Were this force to be regarded as being real rather than
virtual, its action would, by definition, result in a molecule
moving in the direction of the cold wall with a velocity
UM =M*F, where M* is the molecule’s nonisothermal hydro-
dynamic mobility. Use of the Nernst-Planck-Einstein relation
D*=kbTM* relating the molecule’s �self-�diffusivity to its
mobility �here assumed equally applicable to the nonisother-
mal case�, together with Eqs. �11� and �9�, thus leads to the
relation

UM = − D* � ln T . �12�

Comparison with Eq. �1� shows that UM �UD. Equation �12�
for the gas’s “thermophoretic” migration velocity, which we
have here derived via dynamical arguments and interpreted
by invoking a thermodynamic analogy, is, of course, identi-
cal to that derived in Sec. II by purely kinematical argu-
ments. As such, our respective kinematic and dynamic for-
mulations of the notion of a drift velocity are seen to be
consistent with one another.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF D* WITH �

In this section we demonstrate that the gas’s nonisother-
mal self-diffusivity is equal to its thermometric diffusivity:

D* = � . �13�

In order to prove this contention, imagine that both walls of
the apparatus within which the steady-state heat conduction
process of Sec. II is being conducted are suddenly insulated,
trapping all of the system’s initial energy within. Eventually,
of course, the confined �and now energetically isolated� gas
in the region 0�x�L will attain steady uniform values of its
temperature, density, and pressure. In the interim, however,
the gas will undergo an unsteady-state transport process in
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which, among other things, the density will change with
time: �� /�t�0. In accordance with the continuity equation
�3� an unsteady mass flow vm�x , t� necessarily accompanies
this temporal density change.

The relation existing between the gas’s respective volume
velocity v� and mass velocity vm for the ensuing one-
dimensional flow is �20�

�� = �m + j�, j� = � � ln �/�x , �14�

with j� the diffusive flux density of volume. When the
fluid obeys the adiabatic law of isobarically additive volumes
and where dissipative effects in the energy equation are
negligible compared with conduction effects �corresponding
to a small Brinkman number �21��, the volume velocity sat-
isfies the quasi-incompressible equation of state, � ·v�=0
�20�. In the present one-dimensional case this requires that
��x /�x=0. Integration gives ��= f�t�, independently of x.
Now, since the walls are insulated for t�0, it follows that
�T /�x=0�∀ t�0� at x= �0,L�. The adiabatic law of isobari-
cally additive volumes is satisfied by ideal gases, from which
it follows that d�̂ /dT=const, with �̂=1/� the specific vol-
ume. Accordingly, in present circumstances the vanishing
temperature gradient boundary conditions imposed at the
walls translates into equivalent boundary conditions imposed
on the density gradient, namely �� /�x=0 �∀ t�0� at
x= �0,L�. Moreover, since the walls are impermeable to
mass, it also follows that �m=0�∀ t�0� at x= �0,L�. Conse-
quently, Eq. �14� requires that ��=0�∀ t�0� at x= �0,L�.
Given that �� is a function only of time, this necessitates that
��=0 �∀ t�0 and ∀ x�. It follows from the latter condition
in conjunction with Eq. �14� that �m=−�� ln� /�x. Finally,
substitution of this expression into Eq. �3� gives

��

�t
=

�

�x
��

��

�x
� �15�

�see Eq. �2.34� of Ref. �20��. Comparison with Eq. �2� con-
firms the validity of Eq. �13�.

Equation �15� was derived by invoking the boundary con-
dition that the walls were insulated. However, since Eq. �15�
is a differential equation, applicable at each point of the fluid,
any conclusions derived therefrom must necessarily prove to
be independent of this boundary condition �as well as of the
specific conditions characterizing the initial steady state of
the system prior to perturbing the system�. The route that we
chose to follow in demonstrating the validity of Eq. �15�
was dictated by expediency, since it provided the simplest
scheme for deriving that equation. However, the validity of
Eq. �15� can be demonstrated under much more general
circumstances—beginning, for example, by disturbing the
steady-state temperature field �4� by, say, permanently
changing the temperature of the hot wall from Th to
Th+�Th �where �Th is a small constant�, while, say, keeping
Tc fixed for all time, and subsequently following the tempo-
ral response of the perturbed density field ��x , t� from its
initial distribution, ��x ,0�=const/T�x ,0�, where T�x ,0� is
given by Eq. �4�. This would entail appropriately linearizing
the respective mass, momentum, and energy equations gov-
erning the resulting single-component single-phase convec-

tive heat transfer process. While we do not present the details
of this perturbation scheme, when carried to fruition it serves
to confirm Eq. �15�, with �� appearing in place of �.

Having established the validity of Eq. �13�, it follows that
Eq. �1� may be written as

UD = − � � ln T . �16�

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. Preliminaries

Prior to comparing Eq. �16� with experimental data it
proves convenient to recast the latter in an alternative form.
In this context we define the dimensionless drift coefficient

CD ª

�


��

1

Pr
� , �17�

in which Pr= /� is the fluid’s Prandtl number �21�. Equation
�16� thus furnishes the following expression for the drift
velocity:

UD = − CD � ln T . �18�

Physical property-based values of CD derived from its
definition, Eq. �17�, are tabulated in Table I of Ref. �8� for a
number of common monatomic, diatomic, and polyatomic
gases at 0 °C and atmospheric pressure. All of these values
are seen to lie in the range 1.16�CD�1.50 �see also the
penultimate column of Table I�. The main point on which to
focus with respect to the purely theoretical equation �18� is
its constitutive form, wherein the gas’s molecular drift veloc-
ity UD is proportional to � ln T, with the numerical value of
the O�1� phenomenological drift coefficient CD lying in a
relatively narrow range for a wide variety of gases.

B. Thermophoretic velocity of macroscopic particles in gases

Thermophoresis �2,3� is a phenomenon whereby a macro-
scopic non-Brownian particle, typically spherical, moves
through an otherwise quiescent fluid undergoing heat con-
duction under the influence of a steady temperature gradient.
The standard correlation for the thermophoretic velocity U
�2,3� of macroscopic non-heat-conducting particles �22� in
gases in the continuum region of small Knudsen numbers is

TABLE I. Values of the Lewis number calculated from experi-
mental values of the Schmidt and Prandtl numbers at 0 °C.

Gas
Schmidt number

Sc= /D
Prandtl number

Pr= /�
Lewis number

Le=Sc/Pr=� /D

Ne 0.73 0.66 1.11

A 0.75 0.67 1.12

H2 0.73 0.71 1.03

N2 0.74 0.71 1.04

O2 0.74 0.72 1.03

CH4 0.70 0.74 0.95

CO2 0.71 0.75 0.95
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given by the experimental and theoretical formula �22,23�

U = − Cs � ln T . �19�

Maxwell’s �11� thermal creep coefficient Cs appearing
therein is a dimensionless O�1� phenomenological constant
about which much has been written �3�. Depending upon the
value of the dimensionless accommodation coefficient quan-
tifying the interaction between the surface of the particle and
the gas molecules impinging thereon, Cs is predicted theo-
retically �25� to lie in the range 3/4�Cs�3/2, at least when
the Boltzmann gas-kinetic theory intermolecular binary col-
lision model employed in the calculation involves so-called
Maxwell molecules �4,19�. The lower and upper limits cited
correspond respectively to diffuse and specular reflection of
the gas molecules from the particle surface.

Other molecular models, such as rigid-elastic spheres,
yield slightly different values for Cs �19�. As such, the phe-
nomenological coefficient appearing in Eq. �19� is generally
regarded as being an experimentally adjustable parameter.
Nevertheless, experiments involving a variety of different
gases and particles of widely ranging physicochemical prop-
erties do not indicate a large variation in their respective Cs
values, nor do such data reveal any systematic trends with
regard to the possibility of such functional dependences. Tal-
bot et al.’s �26� experimental value of Cs	1.17, which is
frequently cited, is also supported by the experimental and
theoretical work of others �cf. Ref. �27��, although the ex-
periments of other investigators, as well as alternative theo-
ries, suggest an uncertainty of perhaps as large as ±0.3 �our
estimate�, including, as mentioned, the possibility �8,27� that
the exact value of Cs may depend upon the joint properties of
the gas and particle, rather than having the same value for all
gas-particle combinations.

Epstein’s �23� theoretical model of thermophoresis, which
underlies the correlation of experimental data embodied in
Eq. �19�, is based upon abandoning the conventional no-slip
tangential velocity boundary condition normally imposed
upon the fluid at the particle surface, in favor of a “thermal
creep” slip condition due to Maxwell �11�, while solving the
incompressible creeping flow �28� and energy equations for
the velocity of a force- and torque-free �spherical� particle
moving through a fluid at rest at infinity, and there subjected
to a uniform temperature gradient. The appearance of Max-
well’s Cs slip coefficient in Epstein’s �23� thermophoretic
velocity formula, Eq. �19�, originates in its role as the pro-
portionality coefficient in Maxwell’s linear relation between
the magnitude of the thermal-creep-induced slip velocity
along the particle surface and the surface temperature gradi-
ent prevailing thereon �11,12,29�.

Perhaps the most notable feature of Eq. �19� lies in the
fact that the particle’s thermophoretic velocity U is indepen-
dent of its size. This surprising attribute, coupled with Eq.
�19�’s obvious constitutive equivalence to Eq. �18�, as well
as the theoretical and experimental indistinguishability, CD
	Cs, of the respective phenomenological coefficients ap-
pearing in each, raises the interesting question as to why the
particle’s macroscopic thermophoretic velocity U should not
then qualify as being the particle-free gas’s drift velocity
UD? Explicitly, the hypothesis being proposed is

U=
?

UD. �20�

Given the experimental and theoretical uncertainties in
the value of Maxwell’s �11� thermal creep coefficient Cs,
including its possible dependence upon both the individual
and composite physicochemical properties of the gas �e.g.,
monatomic or polyatomic� and particle �the latter in the form
of such factors as the accommodation coefficient, surface
roughness, etc.�, it is not possible to state with assurance
whether the proposed empirical equality �20� constitutes an
exact relation embodying an important fundamental physical
truth, or is merely a fortuitous contextual coincidence.

In attempting to identify the literal velocity U of a single
non-Brownian body moving through an otherwise quiescent
gas with the corresponding virtual drift velocity UD of an
average molecule of that gas, it is useful to recall that the
drift velocity of a tagged molecule of the neat gas appearing
in the Fokker-Planck equation �1� is the deterministic veloc-
ity with which that molecule would move under the action of
a force, were its Brownian motion to be miraculously sup-
pressed. As such, since UD is a deterministic velocity, there
is no logical contradiction in suggesting that these two ve-
locities are, in fact, physical manifestations of the same phe-
nomenon, namely the neat gas’s �nonisothermal� Brownian
motion. However, since UD is not susceptible to direct ex-
perimental measurement, proof of this assertion requires ei-
ther a molecular theory �4,19� or an appropriate simulation.
The first of these two routes is followed in Sec. VI.

In suggesting the gas’s nonisothermal �biased� Brownian
motion to be the underlying source of the macroscopic ther-
mophoretic particle movement, it is interesting to compare
the neat gas’s nonisothermal self-diffusivity, D*��, with its
isothermal self-diffusion counterpart, say D, since the latter
is, by definition, undeniably a manifestation of Brownian
motion in the traditional sense. For the ratio of these two
self-diffusivities we have that

D*

D
= Le, �21�

where Le=� /D is the Lewis number �21�. Expressed alter-
natively, Le=Sc/Pr, in which Sc= /D is the Schmidt num-
ber. Since, Pr=2/3 and Sc=3/4 �4,21� for monatomic Max-
well molecule gases, it follows for such gases that Le	1.1.
From this point of view, nonisothermal Brownian motion in
gases differs only slightly in intensity from its isothermal
counterpart, an intuitively satisfying result, especially as we
have confined ourselves to the case of small temperature gra-
dients. Values of the Lewis number for other classes of gases,
derived from the tabulation in Table I �data taken from Table
1.2-3 of Ref. �30��, confirm the numerical closeness of the
respective nonisothermal and isothermal self-diffusivities for
a variety of gases, while revealing that no systematic trend
exists with regard to which of the two diffusivities is the
more intense as regards its Brownian movement.

Acceptance of the hypothesis embodied in Eq. �20� as an
equality would lead, naturally, to the physical interpretation
of the phenomenon of thermophoresis in gases �at least in the
case of nonconducting particles� as constituting a state of
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motion in which the macroscopic particle is simply passively
entrained in the “flowing” �particle-free� gas, despite the ab-
sence therefrom of mass motion, vm=0. From this perspec-
tive, prior to introducing the particle therein, the gas under-
going steady-state heat conduction—while not moving in the
sense of macroscopic mass movement—is, nevertheless,
imagined to be “flowing” �8,9�. And it is this pre-existing
state of flow which subsequently entrains and otherwise
shepherds the particle following the latter’s introduction into
the quiescent gas. As regards terminology, we are here using
the word “flow” unaccompanied by mass motion in the man-
ner conventionally employed in the case of heat �or energy�
flowing purely by conduction, without concomitant mass
movement. Such flow is understood to be diffusive rather
than convective.

This same issue of the passive entrainment of the macro-
scopic thermophoretic particle by a fluid seemingly at rest
has already surfaced earlier �8,9�, albeit in a rather different,
nonmolecular, continuum-hydrodynamic, context involving
the diffuse volume current

jv = − � � ln T �22�

�see Eq. �14��. The fact that the neat gas’s drift and volume
velocities, UD and v�� j�, respectively �the latter in the
present case, where vm=0�, are, in fact, synonymous �irre-
spective of whether either is, in fact, the thermophoretic ve-
locity U of a macroscopic particle� provides an alternative
way of viewing both phenomena.

VI. GAS-KINETIC CALCULATION OF THE THERMAL
DRIFT VELOCITY OF A HEAVY MOLECULE IN A

LIGHT GAS: TRACER VELOCITY OF THE LIGHT GAS

A. Thermal drift velocity

de la Mora and Mercer �5� solved the Boltzmann equation
for a rarefied binary gas mixture characterized both by dis-
parate molecular masses and diluteness of the more massive
species �the so-called quasi-Lorentz-gas case ��4�, p. 193��
when subjected to a temperature gradient. In particular, they
calculated the average force on a “heavy” molecule
�corresponding to a Brownian particle of mass mp� in a back-
ground gas of “light” molecules �mass m� for the limiting
case where �i� the ratio of the molecular masses tends to
zero, m /mp→0; �ii� the binary mixture is dilute in the heavy
species, np /n→0, where the n’s represent the respective
number densities; �iii� the light gas is not too far from equi-
librium; and �iv� the light gas is macroscopically at rest �31�.
Their results were interpreted in terms of the following
Fokker-Planck equation governing the heavy Brownian par-
ticle molecular distribution function fp�up ,x , t� when this
species is admixed with the light gas in circumstances
wherein the comparable light-gas species distribution func-
tion f�u ,x , t� �cf. Eq. �29�� is rendered slightly nonuniform
by the temperature gradient:

� fp

�t
+ � · �fpup� = Jp. �23�

In the latter, up is the velocity, x the position vector, and
fp�up� the density of Brownian particles in the phase space of

its variables. For the source term appearing on the right-hand
side of the above, resulting from interactions with the light
gas molecules, they obtained

Jp =
kBT

D

�

�up
· 
�up − D�T � ln T�fp +

kBT

mp

� fp

�up
� , �24�

where D and �T are, respectively the Chapman-Enskog �4�
binary diffusion coefficient and thermal-diffusion factor. de
la Mora and Mercer �5� note that the new term appearing in
the latter expression, above and beyond the usual isothermal
Fokker-Planck expression for the same limiting circum-
stances, corresponds exactly to Chapman and Cowling’s ��4�,
p. 142� “diffusion velocity,” ūp− ū� Ūp− Ū=−D�T� ln T,
representing the difference in mean molecular species veloci-
ties between the heavy and light species due solely to the
temperature gradient �i.e., corresponding to circumstances
where ordinary molecular diffusion and pressure diffusion
are absent�.

As de la Mora and Mercer observe, this velocity can
be attributed to the action of a net thermal force
Fp=−�D�T� ln T� /Mp acting, on average, upon a molecule
of the heavy species, in which Mp is the mobility of the
Brownian particle. This mobility is related to the mixture’s
binary diffusion coefficient D by the Nernst-Planck-Einstein
equation, Mp=D /kbT. Thus, equivalently �32�,

Fp = − �T � �kBT� . �25�

de la Mora and Mercer refer to the thermal diffusion ve-
locity as the “particle drift velocity,” an appellation to which
we fully subscribe, whence we write

UM/M = − D�T � ln T , �26�

where the subscript distinguishes their drift velocity from our
earlier drift velocity expressions for both UD and U. The
respective formulas derived by de la Mora and Mercer for D
and �T via their solution of the Boltzmann equation for the
present quasi-Lorentzian, near-equilibrium, case are such
that their product is given by the formula

D�T =
3

2

Sb

SB
 . �27�

In the above,  is the kinematic viscosity of the light gas, and

Sb = �
0

�

dcc5�c2 − 5/2�exp�− c2�Q1�c� ,

�28�

SB = �
0

�

dcc5�− c2�exp�− c2�Q1�c� ,

in which Q1�c�=2��0
���� ,c��1−cos ��sin �d�, wherein � is

the differential scattering cross section for heavy-light colli-
sions, and � is the scattering angle appearing in Boltzmann’s
collision integral �4�. The Q1 values depend upon the particu-
lar collision model adopted. The appearance of the integrals
�28� in de la Mora and Mercer’s theory derives from the fact
that the slightly nonuniform light-gas molecular distribution
function f�u� is, following Chapman and Cowling �4�, and in
absence of net motion of the light gas �31�, taken to be
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f�u� = n� m

2�kbT
�3/2

exp�− c2��1 − � · c�c2 − 5/2�� , �29�

in which �=6�m /2kbT�1/2� ln T is the nondimensional tem-
perature gradient, assumed small ��
1�, and c= c, in
which c=u�m /2kbT�1/2. Of course in the absence of the tem-
perature gradient, namely when �=0, the gas is uniform,
whence the distribution �29� is Maxwellian. As such, subject
to the caveat that �
1, this distribution function represents
but a small departure from equilibrium, arising as a conse-
quence of the temperature gradient.

The integrals �28� are related to integrals ��l,s�*�T*� de-
fined in Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird ��30�, p. 527� and
tabulated by them for different collision models and for vari-
ous reduced temperatures T*=kbT /�, where � is the param-
eter appearing in the intermolecular potential energy function
��r�=�f�r /��, where r is the separation distance between the
centers of the colliding molecules and � the collision diam-
eter. In turn, these Hirschfelder et al. � integrals are identical
to comparable integrals defined by Chueca, Fernandez-Feria,
and de la Mora �33�, namely

�ls
* �T*� =

2

�s + 1�!�0

�

exp�− x2�x2s+3Ql
*�xT*1/2�dx , �30�

whose notation we prefer to follow here. In terms of this
notation, Sb /SB=3�12

* /�11
* −5/2. As noted by Hirschfelder

et al. ��30�, p. 528�, the ratio �12
* /�11

* �represented in several
instances by the symbol C� in Hirschfelder et al.� is very
nearly unity in most cases. Accordingly, Sb /SB=O�1�,
whence from Eq. �27� D�T=O��, a general conclusion con-
firmed by Stolovitzky �35�.

For purposes of comparing the quasi-Lorentzian drift ve-
locity �26� with earlier estimates for the single-component
drift velocity of the light gas, it is convenient to rewrite Eq.
�26� as

UM/M = − CM/M � ln T , �31�

where CM/M is a dimensionless coefficient of O�1� defined as

CM/M =
3

2
�3

�12
*

�11
* −

5

2
� . �32�

Based upon Hirschfelder et al.’s �-integral tabulations in
their Appendix, Table II furnishes values of CM/M for various
choices of potentials and reduced temperatures. The requisite
inequality �
1 will obviously be more accurately satisfied
the higher is the temperature. Accordingly, we have restricted
the tabulation in Table II to the range 0.5�T*��, represent-
ing the higher reduced temperatures for which values of the
pertinent integrals are available.

In addition to the values of the O�1� coefficient CM/M

tabulated in Table II for the indicated temperatures and po-
tentials, it is also of interest to consider the simple case

TABLE II. Calculation of CM/M for various collision potential models

T*

Lennard-
Jones
6–12

potentiala

Sutherland
inverse

6th power
potentialb

Square-well potentialc

Modified Buckingham
6-exp.

potentiald

1 /R=0.4 1/R=0.8 �=12 �=15

CM/M

0.50 −0.370 0.315 0.077 0.656 −0.073 0.019

1.00 0.015 0.386 0.097 0.647 −0.042 0.045

2.50 0.296 0.556 0.321 0.644 0.235 0.302

5.00 0.443 0.662 0.520 0.675 0.370 0.434

10.0 0.503 0.713 0.409 0.480

50.0 0.517 0.389 0.490

100 0.517 0.397 0.508

� 0.517 0.750 0.750 0.750

aLennard-Jones: ��r�=4���� /r�12− �� /r�6�.
bSutherland:

��r� =�� �r � ��,
− cr−6 �r � ��.�

cSquare-well:

��r� = �� �r � ��,
− � �� � r � R��,
0 �r � R��.

�
dModified Buckingham:

��r� =���6�−1exp���1 − r/rm�� − �r/rm�6�/�1 − 6�−1� �r � rmax�,
� �r � rmax�.

�
In the latter expression, rmax is the value of r for which ��r�, as given by the upper relation, has a �spurious�
maximum. The ratio rmax/rm is given by the smallest root of the transcendental equation
�rmax/rm�7exp���1−rmax/rm��=1.
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where the molecules are modeled as rigid elastic spheres. In
this context, we note that the more general case where the
molecules are regarded as point centers of repulsion corre-
sponds to the potential ��r�=Kr−�, where K and � are con-
stants, the latter termed the index of repulsion ��30�, p. 31�.
The value �=4 corresponds to the case of Maxwell mol-
ecules, whereas the rigid elastic sphere case corresponds to
�=�. More properly, the latter rigid impenetrable-sphere
case is represented by the potential

��r� = �� �r � �� ,

0 �r � �� .
� �33�

As noted by Riesco-Chueca et al. �33�,
�12

* /�11
* =1− �2/3��−1 for the point center-of-repulsion case.

Thus upon setting �=� in the latter we obtain �35�

CM/M = 0.75 �rigid elastic spheres� . �34�

Equation �31�, derived from gas-kinetic theory, gives the
drift velocity of massive Brownian molecules in a dilute so-
lution thereof when “dissolved” in an ordinary gaseous sol-
vent undergoing steady-state heat conduction �and which is
thus at rest during the ensuing gaseous Soret-type binary
separation phenomenon�. Among other things, one of the re-
markable aspects of the formula �31� is that this velocity is
wholly independent of any properties of the massive Brown-
ian solute particles, be they the molecule’s size, shape, mo-
lecular weight, chemical constitution, or concentration �pro-
vided that the solution is sufficiently dilute�. Indeed, the
macroscopic velocity �31� depends solely on the microscopic
properties of the solvent, the latter as embodied in the inter-
molecular forces acting between the solvent molecules and
thus entering into the collision integral �such forces thus be-
ing implicit in the respective values of the phenomenological
coefficient CM/M and the kinematic viscosity�.

Equally striking is the fact that the molecularly derived
Eq. �31� is identical in its constitutive form to the experimen-
tally confirmed formula �19� for the thermophoretic velocity
U of a single macroscopic �i.e., non-Brownian� particle mov-
ing through the otherwise quiescent light-gas continuum �of
kinematic viscosity � under the influence of an externally
imposed temperature gradient. It also needs to be recalled in
this context that the experimental correlation �19� was de-
rived by Epstein �23� using purely macroscopic hydrody-
namics, and that it was based upon Maxwell’s �11� macro-
scopic thermal creep, slip-velocity boundary condition,
assuming the particles to be spherical. On the other hand, the
molecularly derived �temperature-dependent� coefficients
CM/M appearing in Table II, as well as the temperature-
independent value indicated in Eq. �34� for rigid elastic
spheres, differ somewhat from the experimentally-observed
phenomenological values noted earlier in connection with
Eq. �31�. One is thus faced with an issue not dissimilar from
that identified by the question mark surmounting the equality
sign in Eq. �20�.

Explicitly, given the obvious uncertainty in the value of
the model-dependent coefficient CM/M, together with compa-
rable uncertainties in the experimental coefficients Cs, is the
seeming equality,

UM/M=
?

U , �35�

to be viewed merely as being possibly yet another coinci-
dence, or does it have deeper physical significance? The
question is compounded not only by the uncertainties in the
respective values of Cs and CM/M, but equally by questions
as to the role, if any, of the conductivity ratio ks /k �22� in
relating Epstein’s �23� theoretical analysis of the phenom-
enon of thermophoresis to experiment. In a similar vein, is-
sues of interpretation also arise with regard to Maxwell’s
�11� theoretical thermal creep boundary condition, whose
calculation underlies the numerical value of the slip coeffi-
cient Cs. Whereas Maxwell modeled his calculation by
assuming diffuse reflection of his Maxwellian gas molecules
from the particle surface, thereby obtaining the value
Cs=3/4, later researchers �19,25� generalized the issue by
adding the notion of an accommodation coefficient to the
mix, thereby rendering the theoretical value of Cs dependent
upon the accommodation coefficient.

B. Tracer velocity of the light gas

Independently of whether or not Eq. �35� represents a
bona fide physical relation between the kinetic-molecular ve-
locity UM/M of the �relatively� massive Brownian particle�s�
and the hydrodynamic velocity U of a macroscopic particle,
or is simply a fortuitous coincidence, the fact remains that
UM/M is, by definition, the “tracer velocity” of the particle-
free light gas! After all, a �non conducting� tracer is simply
an inert, passive, effectively non-Brownian particle added to
a flowing fluid in order to monitor the latter’s velocity
through space �independently of the animating source of the
fluid’s motion—e.g., the temperature gradient in the present
case�. This view of what constitutes a tracer accords with
that expressed, for example, by Kincaid et al. �6� in their
discussion of quasi-Lorentzian transport phenomena. As dis-
cussed elsewhere �9�, when conducting an appropriate tracer
experiment aimed at measuring the velocity of a fluid, one
must be assured that the addition of the tracer does not dis-
turb the very fluid motion that one is attempting to measure.
Normally, this would involve conducting a series of tracer-
particle velocity measurements using a sequence of ever
smaller, albeit non-Brownian, tracers, and subsequently ex-
trapolating the recorded particle velocity vs particle-size
measurements to zero particle size. However, since the par-
ticle velocity UM/M given by Eq. �31� is already independent
of particle size, no such passage to the limit is required in
order to interpret this massive Brownian particle velocity as
being the light gas’s tracer velocity.

Superficially, it appears strange that the light gas can have
a “velocity” since the gas is macroscopically at rest as re-
gards its mass motion. But, as explained earlier, this drift
velocity constitutes a virtual velocity, rather than describing
the literal motion of an object through space, at least when a
steady state is achieved by both species. On the other hand,
consider the unsteady, initial-value case, where molecules of
the heavy species are introduced impulsively and locally into
the particle-free light gas in the neighborhood of a single
point of the gas, and under circumstances where the light gas
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is initially in a steady-state heat conduction mode. In this
situation the Brownian molecules would presumably be seen
to move, on average, deterministically through space during
the course of undergoing redistribution, enroute towards
eventually attaining a non-uniform, non-equilibrium, steady-
state Brownian particle distribution appropriate to an ex-
pected steady Soret-type distribution �see Sec. VII B for the
comparable liquid-phase non uniform colloidal particle dis-
tribution�. Presumably, these massive molecules would ini-
tially, before their own Brownian motion was sensibly mani-
fested, move stochastically towards the cold wall at a
velocity UM/M, behaving on average as if each was a truly
macroscopic body, simply moving thermophoretically
through the light gas.

In this sense, were one to imagine the Brownian mol-
ecules �but not those of the light gas� to be photochromic,
fluorescent, or otherwise rendered visible against the light-
gas background, thus enabling them to be collectively
thought of as a “dye,” this initially localized dye spot would
be seen to move through the fluid at the velocity UM/M. This
allows a collective “tracer” interpretation to be assigned to
the observed movement of the heavy species, different from
the effective single-tracer particle view discussed in the pre-
ceding paragraph. Nevertheless, the resulting tracer velocity
would be the same in both cases. Of course, this latter deter-
ministic movement would be observed only initially. Even-
tually, the significance of the velocity UM/M would change
from literal to virtual when the appropriate Soret-like steady-
state distribution of both the heavy and light molecular spe-
cies was achieved.

Given that the Brownian tracer molecules possess mass,
one might think that, as a result of their initial movement
through the light gas, this would compromise the assumption
that the light gas remains macroscopically at rest. However,
because the number density of Brownian molecules is dis-
proportionately small everywhere relative to that of the light
gas �as quantified by the assumption that np /n
1�, no sen-
sible mass motion of the light gas would be expected to
occur in the proposed impulsive quasi-Lorentzian unsteady-
state experiment, despite the concomitant tracer redistribu-
tion. That is, matters can always be arranged such the dual
inequalities mp�m and np /n
1 satisfy the composite in-
equality npmp /nm
1, resulting in a vanishingly small mass
fraction of Brownian particles, and thus incurring no sensible
macroscopic motion of the light gas.

In summary of the conclusions of this subsection, despite
uncertainties in the values of the respective phenomenologi-
cal coefficients CM/M and CD, we believe that sufficient evi-
dence has been advanced herein to indicate the likely cor-
rectness of the following molecularly and macroscopically
based equality:

UM/M=
?

UD, �36�

where UD is the drift velocity of the light gas, given by Eq.
�16�. Like the earlier equalities which were likewise sur-
mounted by a question mark, further efforts, especially in
regard to the values of the respective phenomenological C
coefficients appearing in the several drift velocity formulas,

are required to establish whether or not Eq. �36� is a bona
fide physical equality.

VII. LIQUIDS

A. Temperature gradient-induced single-species drift velocity
in liquids

With only slight modifications, the purely kinematical
arguments of Sec. II can easily be extended to �single-
component� liquids. In particular, Eq. �6� derived via an
elementary kinematical flux balance, appears as equally
applicable to liquids as it does to gases. Given that
�ln�=−��T for a single-component isobaric fluid, either
gas of liquid, it follows immediately from Eqs. �6� and �13�
that

UD = − �� � T . �37�

In the particular case of ideal gases, where �=1/T, the above
reduces to Eq. �16�. Equation �37�, which is presumably ap-
plicable to both liquids and gases undergoing steady-state
heat conduction, accords with its volume velocity-based
counterpart �3,8,9� v�=−���T for such circumstances.

Equation �37� provides an opportunity to establish the
analog of the thermoösmotic potential �9� for single-species
liquids, at least those which obey the adiabatic law of iso-
barically additive volumes �20�, ���̂ /�T�p=C=const, with C
temperature independent. In such circumstances ��=kC / ĉp.
Since the thermal conductivity k has already been assumed to
be constant, it follows that ��=const upon supposing the
specific heat to also be temperature independent. As such, in
place of Eq. �37� we may write

UD = − ����T� . �38�

With F a thermoösmotic force acting on a molecule of the
liquid as in the case of gases in Sec. III, we find upon again
writing F=UD /M*, while supposing the mobility to be sen-
sibly independent of temperature, that F=−����T /M*�.
Upon again invoking the Nernst-Planck-Einstein relation
M*=D* /kbT relating mobility and diffusivity, and upon once
again adopting the relation D*=� relating the liquid’s
nonisothermal self-diffusivity to its thermometric diffusivity,
the preceding relation may be written in the form of Eq. �11�,
in which the thermochemical potential now has the form

�T = �kbT, � = �T . �39�

The dimensionless coefficient � is unity for ideal gases,
whence the above relation, which is equally applicable to
both liquids and gases, properly reduces to Eq. �9� in the
gaseous case. Typical values of the thermal expansion coef-
ficient � for liquids are of the order of 10−3–10−4 K−1,
whence � values at room temperature will not generally de-
part much from unity. As such, the thermochemical potential
�T for typical liquids will not generally differ too much from
the gaseous kbT value.

B. Ludwig-Soret effect in quasi-Lorentzian liquid-phase
mixtures

Imagine that a single nonconducting colloidal solute par-
ticle is introduced into the neat solvent �either liquid or gas�
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confined in the space between the hot and cold walls. By the
term “colloidal,” following Einstein �15�, we refer to a for-
eign particle whose size is much larger than that of a mol-
ecule of the solvent, but which is nevertheless sufficiently
small to undergo some degree of Brownian motion. Were the
colloidal particle miraculously freed physically of this sto-
chastic attribute, it would respond to the imposed tempera-
ture gradient in the deterministic manner of an ordinary
non-Brownian �i.e., macroscopic� body. As such, it would
move through the fluid with the size-independent thermo-
phoretic velocity �38� of such a body. In what follows we
pursue the consequences of the tentative hypothesis that Eq.
�20� holds not only for gases but also for liquids, a subject
discussed in Refs. �8,9� in the context of the theoretical vol-
ume velocity relation v�=U �3�. Thus, subject to experimen-
tal confirmation, we suppose that the size-independent drift
velocity UC of the colloidal particle through space is given
by the expression

UC = − ���S�ST� , �40�

with �S the liquid solvent’s thermometric diffusivity and �S
its thermal expansivity.

1. Probability density

Eventually, such a hypothetical non-Brownian colloidal
particle would strike the cold wall and come to rest there.
However, owing to its Brownian motion, a real colloidal par-
ticle, rather than coming eventually to rest, will permanently
wander about in stochastic fashion within the solvent, in a
manner quantified jointly by its diffusivity DC and drift ve-
locity UC. This stochastic motion is governed by the Fokker-
Planck equation �1� �PC /�t+�JC

�P� /�x=��x−x0���t� for the
colloidal particle’s conditional probability density
PC�x , t x0 ,0�, with JC

�P�=UCPC−DC� PC /�x the probability
current of colloidal particles. �The presence of the Dirac
delta function assures satisfaction of the normalization con-
dition �0

LPCdx=1.�
Setting JC

�P�=0 gives rise to the steady-state unconditional
probability distribution function

PC�x� =
Pe

L

exp�Pe x/L�
exp�Pe� − 1

, �41�

in which

Pe =
UCL

DC
�42�

is a Peclét number. The mean position x̄=�0
LxPC�x�dx of the

particle relative to the hot wall situated at x=0 is

x̄

L
=

1

1 − exp�− Pe�
−

1

Pe
. �43�

In the limiting cases where Pe→0 and Pe→�, Eq. �43�
properly asymptotes to the respective values x̄ /L→1/2 and
x̄ /L→1, as would be expected on physical grounds.

As regards the value of the diffusivity DC entering into
the above calculation, in the case of spherical particles of
radius a it is to be expected on the basis of the �isothermal�

Stokes-Einstein relation that, at least approximately,

DC =
kbT

�6��Sa
, �44�

with � a dimensionless coefficient, possibly dependent upon
slip �36� as well as upon the presence of the temperature
gradient. In the above, �S is the solvent viscosity.

2. Soret separation phenomena in quasi-Lorentzian binary
liquid-phase mixtures

The preceding analysis applies to the case of a single
colloidal solute particle dispersed in the liquid solvent. Sup-
pose, however, that the solvent now instead contained a large
number of such solute molecules, albeit present in such small
concentrations that solute-solute hydrodynamic and colloidal
interaction forces could both be neglected compared with
solute-solvent interactions. In such circumstances, kinemati-
cal arguments similar to those employed in Sec. II can be
applied to the resulting distribution of dispersed colloidal
particles. Explicitly, with nC�x� the local number density of
solute molecules present at a point in the fluid mixture dur-
ing the steady-state one-dimensional heat conduction process
taking place in the confined space between the hot and
cold reservoirs, one would expect to be able to apply
Einstein-like “sedimentation-equilibrium” ideas to calculate
the distribution of colloidal particles therein. Here, however,
in contrast with the analogous isothermal binary liquid-phase
case treated by Einstein �15�, the forces exerted on the col-
loidal particles are now thermoösmotic in nature rather than
gravitational.

The situation as described above corresponds to a steady-
state solute �and concomitant solvent� flux balance, wherein
the thermoösmotic flux UCnC of solute molecules driven by
the temperature gradient towards the cold wall is balanced by
an equal and opposite diffusion flux −DCdnC /dx, the latter
tending to redistribute the solute uniformly throughout the
solvent. As in the case of the single-component formula �6�
�wherein �=mn�, this results in present circumstances in the
formula

UC = DCd ln nC/dx . �45�

Integration gives

nC�x� = nC�0�exp�UCx

DC
� , �46�

where nC�0� is a constant whose value is determined by the
fact that the total number NC of solute molecules �per unit
area� permanently present in the space between the hot and
cold walls is NC=�0

LnC�x�dx. Of course, because we have
neglected particle-particle interactions among the effectively
point-size colloidal molecules, Eq. �46� is formally equiva-
lent in its physical content to Eq. �41� governing the single-
particle probability density function PC�x�, the relationship
between them being nC�x� /NC= PC�x�.

Substitution of Eq. �40� into Eq. �46�, in conjunction with
assumed constancy of the temperature gradient dT /dx
throughout the binary mixture, yields the relation
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nC�x� = nC�0�exp��S�S

DC

Th − Tc

L
x�

� nC�0�exp��S�S

DC
�T�0� − T�x��� , �47�

in which Eq. �4� has been invoked in the last step of the
above. Having regarded the mixture of solute and solvent as
a binary solution, albeit composed of species of disparate
molecular size, Eq. �47� provides a quantitative rationaliza-
tion of the Ludwig-Soret effect in liquids, whereby the mere
existence of a temperature gradient in a two-component liq-
uid mixture results in a nonuniform steady-state distribution
of each species—the respective species in the present case
being the colloidal particles and solvent �37�.

This scheme for rationalizing Soret-separation thermal
diffusion phenomena has already been addressed elsewhere
�7�. To compare those results with comparable results obtain-
able from the current scheme, we note from Eq. �47� upon
supposing the combination of parameters appearing therein
to be sensibly independent of temperature �as already noted
for the product �S�S in connection with Eq. �38�� that

�ln nC � − ��S�S/DC� � T .

However, in terms of weight fractions, wC= �nCmC� / �nCmC

+nSmS�	nCmC /nSmS, with the latter asymptotic result valid
in the dilute colloidal solutions of interest to us here, namely
wC
1. Thus, we have that �lnwC	−��S�S /DC��T
��wC
1�. In the case of thermal diffusion occurring in bi-
nary solutions in the absence of external forces and pressure
gradients, the mass diffusion flux of species 1 relative to the
mass-velocity of the mixture as a whole is given by the ex-
pression �38�

j1 = − �w1w2DT,12�T − �D12 � w1

= − �w1w2
DT,12 � T + D12 � � w1

1 − w1
��

together with a similar expression for the second species,
such that, by definition, j1+ j2=0. In the expression for the
second species, DT,12=−DT,21�DT, in which DT�0 is
termed the thermal diffusion coefficient, and in which D12
=D21�D�0 is the ordinary binary diffusion coefficient.
Thus, when a Soret-type steady-state exists in the one-
dimensional binary colloid-solvent system undergoing heat
transfer in the absence of external forces, the respective flux
balances j1= j2=0 between thermal diffusion and ordinary
diffusion require that term in square brackets appearing
above is zero. Since D is common to both species, we have
notationally that D�DC in dilute colloidal solutions. Conse-
quently, in such solutions the Soret steady-state balances fur-
nish the relation

�lnwC 	 − �DT/DC� � T �wC 
 1��xC 
 1� .

Comparison of the latter with its counterpart displayed above
reveals that in dilute colloidal solutions the thermal diffusion
coefficient is given asymptotically by the expression

DT 	 �S�S. �48�

This accords with the comparable expression for the thermal
diffusion coefficient in dilute colloidal liquid-phase mixtures
obtained previously �7�.

The conclusions derived from Eq. �48� were shown in
Ref. �7� to accord reasonably well with experimental data for
the thermal diffusion coefficient DT in dilute binary polymer
solutions. The quantitative extent of the disagreement was
only modestly greater than the degree of uncertainty in the
experimental data itself and of the respective uncertainties
introduced upon assuming: �i� the applicability of the law of
additive volumes; �ii� the thermodynamic ideality of the so-
lutions; �iii� that the conductivity ratio ks /k factor can be
disregarded; and �iv� that the polymer concentration was suf-
ficiently small to be able to neglect polymer-polymer inter-
actions. �Given the ability of linear polymers chains to be-
come entangled, the latter was probably the weakest of these
assumptions.� As discussed in Ref. �7�, such agreement was
interpreted as offering implicit support for the volume veloc-
ity approach to thermophoretic motion in liquids. Since the
single colloidal particle analysis leading to Eq. �48� was
shown in Sec. V to be consistent with the fact that UC�v�

�albeit demonstrated there only for the case of gases�,
we regard such agreement as providing indirect experimental
evidence favoring the hypothesis made in the opening
paragraph of this subsection, following Eq. �44�, and under-
lying the proposed extension of our drift velocity theory
from that for single particles to two-component interpenetrat-
ing liquid-phase continua. Of course, the comparable gas-
phase analysis of Sec. VI offers further general support for
the hypothesis.

3. Thermoösmotic forces in liquid-phase mixtures

In closing this subsection we note that Eq. �47�, though
derived by strictly kinematical sedimentation-equilibrium-
type arguments, may be given a dynamical interpretation. In
particular, this equation can be recast into the Boltzmann-
distribution-like form

nC�x� = nC�0�exp�−
��C�x� − �C�0��

kbT
� , �49�

in which

�C�x� =
�S�S

MC
T�x� , �50�

wherein we have invoked the Nernst-Planck-Einstein equa-
tion, DC=kbTMC. Here, �C is interpreted as representing the
“thermochemical potential” of a solute molecule in the bi-
nary solution, with the potential increasing �algebraically� in
the direction of increasing temperature, at least over the
range of temperatures for which �S�0. The fictitious ther-
moösmotic force FC �per solute molecule� derived from the
above potential, namely

FC ª − ��C, �51�

is thus seen to be of the form
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FC = −
�S�S

MC
� T . �52�

Equation �50�, which played a fundamental role in our
Brownian motion model of thermal diffusion phenomena in
liquids �7�, constitutes the two-component analog of the
single-component relation �39�. Consistency of Eq. �50� with
the latter can be seen by noting that MC�MS

*=DS
* /kbT when

the solute molecules become indistinguishable from those of
the solvent, since DS

* is the solvent’s nonisothermal self-
diffusivity. But, according to the results of Sec. IV, DS

*=�S,
whereupon Eq. �50� is indeed seen to be identical to Eq. �39�.

A sidelight of the present calculation resides in the exis-
tence of the Boltzmann-like physical-space molecular distri-
bution function �49�, shown here to be applicable despite the
distinctly nonequilibrium nature of the heat conduction pro-
cess, at least when departures from equilibrium are small. In
effect, Boltzmann’s classical isothermal equilibrium distribu-
tion function is seen to remain viable in present circum-
stances, even though the system is not at thermodynamic
equilibrium. In our previous analysis �7� we arbitrarily as-
sumed the Boltzmann distribution to apply in the presence of
a steady temperature gradient. The present, more rigorous,
analysis supports that conjecture, at least in the case of small
gradients. In a certain sense, this issue is closely related to a
similar issue in the case of gases, as typified, for example, by
the physical significance of Eq. �10�, wherein a real potential
is balanced by a thermochemical potential.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Boundary conditions

Issues other than those outlined in the preceding sections
intrude into our attempt to establish the physically common
origin of the respective single-component drift and tracer ve-
locities, flux densities, and currents, here respectively identi-
fied by the symbols UD ,U ,v�, and UM/M. Differences could
conceivably arise from a possible distinction between the
respective mobilities of macroscopic bodies and molecules in
regard to the question of “stick” or “slip” boundary condi-
tions, certainly when attempting to interpret the respective
velocities U and UD of these bodies in terms of the forces
acting upon them. Thus, using molecular dynamic simula-
tions, Schmidt and Skinner �36� confirm the molecular dy-
namics simulation results of other researchers with regard to
the value of the coefficient c appearing in the isothermal
Stokes-law resistance formula M−1=c��a for the mobility
of a spherical solute particle of the same radius a and mass m
as that of a tagged molecule of the neat fluid. Explicitly, they
find that c=4.5. This differs from the Stokes-Einstein value
�15� of c=6 for the stick case, as well as from the perfect slip
value of c=4 �28�. As such, this finding raises the delicate
question of whether or not, all other things being equal, the
respective mobilities of non-Brownian �i.e., macroscopic�
objects and Brownian molecules of the same size �and mass�
can be treated on the same footing. Resolution of the pos-
sible relevance of this observation to the issues under discus-
sion lies beyond the scope of the present work.

Intimately related to the latter issue are the following
facts. Suppose we accept the value of the molecularly de-
rived coefficient CM/M appearing in Eq. �34�, which, inciden-
tally, is also the value given by several other collision models
in Table II, at least at large reduced temperatures. We then
have from Eq. �31� that the tracer-derived drift velocity for
single-component gases is UM/M=−�3/4�� ln T. On the
other hand, inasmuch as Maxwell �11� determined his ther-
mal creep coefficient to be Cs=3/4, Epstein’s �23� theoreti-
cal hydrodynamic calculation, based thereon, of the thermo-
phoretic velocity of a �nonconducting� macroscopic particle
moving through a gas, predicted that U=−�3/4�� ln T.
Of course, in this circumstance, the question mark is re-
moved from Eq. �35�. To the extent then that the equality
U�UM/M is an exact physical relation, how, precisely, is one
to understand physically the relationship between the
Maxwell-Epstein mass-slip hydrodynamic boundary condi-
tion on a macroscopic particle and the notion of a slip bound-
ary condition on a molecule, however massive? This and
other fundamental questions remain to be addressed.

B. Precursors of the notion of a drift velocity in nonisothermal
fluids

Attempts by others, dating back to at least Chapman �39�
in 1928, to introduce the notion of the “drift” of a massive
Brownian particle caused by a temperature gradient in a
fluid, either gas or liquid, are reviewed by Peskir �40�. We
refer here not to the literal motion of a single Brownian
particle, but rather to the average behavior of a dilute collec-
tion of such massive molecules, viewed in the context of
being one of the two molecular species present in a binary
solution, albeit present in such relatively small amounts that
solute-solute interactions can be neglected compared with
solvent-solvent and solvent-solute interactions. The latter
conditions correspond to what in the cases of gases is termed
a quasi-Lorentzian fluid ��4�, p. 193; �6��.

Without claiming thoroughness in exploring the prior lit-
erature on the transport of Brownian particles in single-
component fluids subject to temperature gradients, we note
that a concept equivalent to that of our molecular drift ve-
locity UD is necessarily implicit in the nontraditional work of
Streater. Thus Streater, using his nonlocal statistical
dynamics-based molecular transport model �42�, whose
realm of applicability is said to extend beyond that of the
Boltzmann equation �4,19�, succeeds in identifying the pres-
ence of both Soret and Dufour effects in single-component
gases composed of molecules possessing repulsive cores
�43�. Such single-species effects—the former as reflected in
our drift velocity �and the latter possibly by our proposed
modification �20� of Fourier’s law of heat conduction�—are
not predicted by classical Boltzmann equation-based
statistical-mechanical arguments, wherein Soret and Dufour
effects are claimed �4� to be physically possible only in mul-
ticomponent mixtures.

In any event, to refer to the velocity appearing in Eq. �1�
as either the particle or Brownian drift velocity, as have
Chapman �39�, de la Mora and Mercer �5�, and others, is
really a misnomer, since this quantity is actually the drift
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velocity of the neat, single-component fluid. As such, the
notion of a drift velocity has nothing whatsoever to do with
any particle, unless the particle or Brownian entity being
referred to is a molecule of the single-component fluid itself!
That is, the notion of a drift velocity in the sense being
referred to in this paper, is a strictly single-component con-
cept. It is precisely that single-species connotation which dis-
tinguishes it from the notion of a drift velocity in the sense
associated with the common usage of the latter term when
discussing external force-driven molecularly-based velocities
in connection with, say, gravitational or centrifugal sedimen-
tation, or electrophoresis, in solutions—which processes
clearly refer to two-species situations. There, the drift veloc-
ity depends, inter alia, upon the properties of both species, as
well as upon the magnitude of the external force, rather than
being an intrinsic attribute of the pure solvent.

Closely related to this issue of terminology is that of the
fluid’s “tracer velocity,” which clearly refers to motion of the
neat fluid as monitored by the addition a foreign body
thereto. Confusion exists in the literature with regard to the
notion of a tracer. Certainly in the case where a temperature
gradient exists, the term fails to distinguish between the re-
spective cases where the distinguishable entity being intro-
duced, namely the tracer, is a single macroscopic �effectively
non-Brownian� particle or a dye. In the former case, owing to
its relative massivity, the tracer will not generally move
with the mean mass velocity vm of the fluid. Rather, it will
move thermophoretically through the fluid owing to the pres-
ence of the temperature gradient. On the other hand, the dye,
whose molecules are assumed to be comparable in size, and
hence molecular mass, to those of the fluid being monitored,
will, on average, move at the same mass velocity vm as the
solvent. Accordingly, since the latter is macroscopically at
rest, the dye will presumably not move. As discussed else-
where �9�, the distinction between the respective particle-
tracer and dye experiments is important in understanding
precisely what is meant by the “velocity” of the fluid. In
particular, is the latter a macroscopic dynamical attribute,
namely the fluid’s specific momentum density, or is it a mac-
roscopic kinematical attribute, namely the fluid’s mass veloc-
ity?

Demonstration via simulation of the existence of a drift
velocity in single-component gases may be implicit in the
recent DSMC calculations of Tysanner and Garcia �44�.
These authors detected a “measurement bias” in the gas’s
SAM �“sample-averaged measurements”� velocity from its
expected zero-mean CAM �“cumulative-average measure-
ment”� value. This occurred under exactly the same steady-
state heat-conduction circumstances as are addressed in our
paper, namely a gas confined within a finite one-dimensional
region bounded between heat reservoirs �45�.

C. Mean-squared molecular displacements accompanying
nonisothermal Brownian motion

Consider the situation described at the beginning of Sec.
II, involving a single-component gravity-free fluid confined
between two laterally unbounded isothermal walls while un-
dergoing a steady one-dimensional heat conduction process.

Imagine that one of the molecules, initially far from either
wall, is tagged, and that its motion through space is subse-
quently monitored over the course of time. After undergoing
a sufficient number of collisions with other fluid molecules
the tagged molecule will manifest Brownian motion, quanti-
fied by its mean-square displacement ��x�2=2D*�t during a
time interval �t �provided that during this interval the par-
ticle has not collided with wall, certainly not frequently�. In
view of Eq. �13�, we thus expect that

��x�2 = 2��t . �53�

In principle, the nonisothermal Brownian motion experiment
pertaining to this relation appears capable of being per-
formed in practice or, alternatively, simulated. In any event,
given the relatively small difference between the respective
isothermal and nonisothermal diffusivities as reflected in
the magnitudes of the Lewis numbers reported in Table I, it
may not prove easy experimentally to clearly distinguish
the nonisothermal self-diffusivity expected on the basis
of Eq. �53� from the corresponding isothermal self-
diffusivity, say D, that would prevail in the absence of
temperature gradients.

D. Summary and commentary

This paper has introduced the notion of the existence of a
drift velocity UD in a single-component quiescent fluid, gas,
or liquid, arising from the presence of a temperature gradi-
ent. The focus throughout was primarily on gases. The drift
velocity, as given by Eq. �1�, namely UD=−D*� ln T with
D*=� as in Eq. �13�, can be traced to the gas’s Brownian
motion, the latter as quantified by the single-component gas’s
nonisothermal self-diffusion coefficient D* acting in concert
with the temperature gradient �T. Explicitly, Eq. �16� may
be regarded as having been derived by purely kinematical,
sedimentation-equilibrium-type arguments, analogous to
those adopted by Einstein �15� in his analysis of isothermal
Brownian motion in binary mixtures, in which, at steady
state, a drift-velocity flux of molecules was balanced by an
equal and opposite diffusion flux. An alternative and inde-
pendent dynamic and thermodynamic derivation of Eq. �1�
was presented, based upon the notion of a gradient in the
gas’s thermoösmotic potential, �T=kbT, serving as the ani-
mating force F=−��T underlying the gas’s drift velocity.

The thermal drift velocity UD was shown to be indistin-
guishable, both constitutively and phenomenologically, from
the experimentally and theoretically established thermo-
phoretic velocity U of a finite-size, macroscopic �effectively
non-Brownian�, non-heat-conducting particle moving
through the gas in the continuum regime of Knudsen num-
bers. Based upon this empirical agreement of the particle’s
thermophoretic velocity U with the gas’s drift velocity UD �at
least to within moderate experimental and theoretical uncer-
tainties�, it was hypothesized that they both stemmed from
the same molecular physics, namely the gas’s thermally bi-
ased Brownian movements. Modulo some small uncertainty
in the respective values of the various phenomenological co-
efficients, collectively represented by the symbol C appear-
ing in the several constitutively identical expressions for the
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gas’s drift velocity C��lnT, this hypothesis appears to be
confirmed by the quasi-Lorentzian calculation outlined in
Sec. VI. Yet another interpretation of the gas’s drift velocity
was provided by noting its formal equivalence with the
single-component gas’s purely diffusive volume velocity v�

� j�. Finally, it was pointed out that our notion of the exis-
tence of a drift velocity in a single-component fluid subjected
to a temperature gradient appears as applicable to liquids as
it is to gases. This was evidenced by the agreement �again,
modulo modest theoretical and experimental uncertainties�
of predictions based thereon with Soret-type thermal diffu-
sion experiments performed with binary liquid-phase solu-
tions whose solute molecules, present in only relatively small
amounts, were much more massive than those of the solvent.

Overall, in circumstances where temperature gradients ex-
ist, pertinent issues have been raised with respect to the pro-
posed equality of the fluid’s tracer velocity, representing a
real motion through space, and the fluid’s drift velocity,
which is virtual rather than real. Are the “slip” coefficients C
appearing in the common constitutive expression C� ln T

for each of these velocities the same, or are they intrinsically
different? And, if the latter, how do the individual and com-
posite physical properties of the chemical species and par-
ticle affect C? These and closely related issues point up the
need for critical experiments as well as simulations to help
resolve these questions.
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